1. Place the 1 foot section of chain through the hole in the Punching Ball.

2. Snap the Spring clip onto the iron ductile swing hanger under the play set deck. (Note: swing hanger and hardware not included).

3. Snap the ends of the chain on the Spring Clip.

*FOR RESIDENTIAL USE ONLY*
*FOR CHILDREN AGES 3-11*

SEE INFLATION INSTRUCTIONS ON BACK OF THIS PAGE.
INFLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Air needles are used to inflate basketballs, soccer balls, footballs, kick balls and our punching ball/buoy ball on your play set. An air needle is not included. You may purchase one of these air needles at any department or sporting goods store.

1) Moisten the air needle with water.

2) Place the locking end of your hand operated air pump or electric air pump onto the threaded end of the air needle and lock it into place.

3) Place the air needle into the small valve in the Punching Ball or Buoy Ball.

4) Inflate the Punching Ball/Buoy Ball until it is firm like a kick ball. Do not over-inflate. A pressure of 3 to 6 p.s.i. should be sufficient.

5) Turn off the electric air pump if you are using one. Remove the air needle from the Punching Ball/Buoy Ball. Remove the locking end of the air pump from the air needle.

6) Store the air needle in a safe place away from young children as this could pose a choking hazard.

7) After a period of time if the Punching Ball/Buoy Ball loses air pressure, re-inflate it as required.